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So many Russians.
Because of the political situation of the region, this area has not lent itself well to study by
a wider international audience.
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Images from Knauer
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Alaska:
663,268 sq mi
(1,717,854 km2)
Indigenous Language Families: 4 (Haida, Tsimshian, Na‐Dene, and Eskimo‐Aleut)
Other Significant Language Families: 1 (Indo‐European)
The Caucusus:
170,596 sq mi
(441,843 km2)

(approx. 25.7% the size of Alaska)
Indigenous Language Families: 3 (Kartvelian, Northwest Caucasian [Pontic], and
Northeast Caucasian [Caspian])
Other Significant Language Families: 4 (Indo‐European, Mongolic, Semitic, Turkic)
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“…some scholars … caution.” In academic circles, this is called a BURN.
The Roman Historian Ammianus Marcellinus (320‐390 CE) wrote “The Alans extend to the
east, near the territories of the Amazons , and are scattered among many populous and
wealthy nations, stretching to the parts of Asia which, as I am told, extend up to the
Ganges… Nearly all the Alani are men of great stature and beauty; their hair is somewhat
yellow, their eyes are terribly fierce; the lightness of their armor renders them rapid in their
movements; and they are in every respect equal to the Huns,
Huns only more civilized in their
food and their manner of life… As ease is a delightful thing to men of a quiet and placid
disposition, so danger and war are a pleasure to the Alani.”
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Map of the Caucuses c. 820 CE. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Khazar_map1.PNG
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This map indicates trading routes used around the 1st century CE centred on the Silk Road.
The routes remain largely valid for the period 500 BCE to 500 CE.
Geographical labels for regions are adapted from the Geography of Ptolemy (c. 150 CE),
some trading centre names date from later (c. 400 CE). Relying on Ptolemy's names is
wrong but neutral.
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Transasia_trade_routes_1stC_CE_gr2.png
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Menander’s story (c. 582‐602):
The main Caucasian pass, the Porta Alanica (or Darial Pass), was at the heart of a sixth century
diplomatic mission of the West Turkish Khagan Istami (Greek: Sizaboulos) (the Western Turks are
also called the Göktürks or Kök türks [Celestial/ Blue Turks], but since I can’t pronounce that
without making a bad joke, I’m sticking with Western Turks) to his western neighbors on behalf of
some of his subjects, the Sogdian silk manufactures and merchants. The Western Turks had been
the allies of the Sasanians in defeating the White Huns (Hephthalites). After subduing the White
Huns, the Sasanians turned their attention west to Byzantium, giving the Western Turks the
opportunity
t it to
t occupy Sasanian
S
i Afghanistan.
Af h i t
In 568, Kaghan Istami sent a mission to the Sasanian court to obtain permission for his merchants to
trade raw silk freely within Sasanian territory. As the Sasanians had a firm grip on the western end
of the Silk Road, the Kaghan’s request was declined. The Kaghan took his request next to the
Byzantine court, knowing its demand for silk. The Byzantine court responded by sending a mission
to the Western Turks where they were able to strike a deal. On its return home, the Byzantine
caravan avoiding Persian ambush,
caravan,
ambush was received by the king of the Alans in Ciscaucasia
Ciscaucasia. The Alans
advised the Byzantines to take the “Dareian road” and pass through the Miusimian region. The
Byzantine envoy was able to reach the Black Sea and sail from there back to Byzantium, thus
exporting locally produced Sogdian silk from the “land of the Alans.”
Ahmad ibn Fadlān ibn al‐Abbās ibn Rāšid ibn Hammād – You remember that guy, right? Eben?
Anyway…
Ibn Fadlan
Fadlan’ss report (923) is less of an example of political intrigue as it is simply a very good early
ethnographic study. Ibn Fadlan describes the Khazhars, Bulgars, and Petchenegs as wearing a long
or full qurtaq (jacket) while the Rus wear a short qurtaq. During his stay in the tent city of the Volga
Bulgars, Ibn Fadlan describes a discussion he had with a “tailor of the king, a man from Baghdad
who had come to this region.” He then goes on to fight the Wendol with Buliwyf and his
companions.
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Image from Knauer
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Trade routes in Eastern Europe. The Volga trade route (in red) and the Trade Route from the
Varangians to the Greeks (in purple). Other trade routes of the 8th‐11th centuries shown in
orange. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Varangian_routes.png
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Color image from the Metropolitan Museum of Art at
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works‐of‐art/1996.78.1
Black and white images from Kajitani
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Dolman – from the Turkish for “Robe”. A dolman sleeve is a sleeve set into a very
low armscye; in fact, the armscye may extend to the waistline, in which case there will be
no underarm seam in the blouse. Dolman sleeves were very popular in ladies clothing
during the Civil War. They had the effect of making the shoulders look sloped therefore
minimizing the appearance of the waist.
Quotes from Kajitani, pg 97.
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Image from Kajitani
This does not show the various piecing techniques that went into making the whole
garment. Which is confusing.
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Please excuse the crappy graphics
Picture from Kajitani
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Quote from Kajitani, pg 97.
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Not sure what’s going on with the guy’s mouth. Ugh.
Image from Knauer
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Gokturk petroglyphs from Mongolia (6th to 8th cent. AD).
From http://depts.washington.edu/silkroad/museums/ubhist/ubhist15a.jpg
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Image from Knauer
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Image from Kajitani
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Image from Kajitani
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Image from Knauer
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“TIE Advanced x1 design” is more correct but trips less easily off the tongue.
Quote from Knauer, page 100.
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Contemporary samit silk sample in color from the Metropolitan Museum of Art. From
http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/view?exhibitionId={60853040‐AE7E‐4162‐8FA7‐
525505D6B633}&oid=70019472&pg=5&rpp=40&pos=168&ft=*

Annunciation
Date: 8th‐9th century
Geography: Made in, Alexandria or Egypt, Syria, Constantinople (?)
Medium: Weft‐faced
Weft faced compound twill (samit) in polychrome silk
Dimensions: 13 1/4 x 27 1/16 in. (33.6 x 68.7 cm)
Classification: Textiles
Credit Line: Vatican Museums, Vatican City (61231)
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Image from Knauer
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Quote from Kajitani, pages 101‐102.
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Image from Knauer
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Quotes from Kajitani, pages 103‐104.
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Image from Knauer
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Image from Knauer
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
Section from Ierusalimskaja run through Google translate
Prior to the detailed presentation of all caftan versions of the Hermitage collection in the following, the
already mentioned, from the usual men's garments to be distinguished garment are described, discovered in,
burial of the old man 'and today the stock of Čerkessker museum belongs. It this is a long, ankle‐length
sheepskin coat, through‐cut and covered with canvas. His skirts were one above the other beaten and
wrapped tight abdomen and legs of the deceased completely, sometimes even in a double layer. The fur coat
was belted with a narrow belt buckle loose and just above the neckline closed (Fig. 68).
With the fur‐lined caftans this garment is connected by a number of characteristics: As this, it has two reverse
(one attached), a Frog closure (with two wefts), a long sleeve, and in the lower part two lateral slots, and the
front one rollover left. As decorative elements silk edges were attached to the lapel and side slits; another silk
strip was along the central (spinal) slot sewn on the inside of the jacket. Heavy coats of this type were
probably worn in harsh winter. Unlike the caftans, they served not as a riding outfit.
After čerkessischer (Cossak?) custom wore the old men wide, continuous cut sheepskin, while the young men
dressed in two‐piece, tight‐fitting top coats. This age difference probably also the specific section of the found
in the Moscevaja Balka jacket.
Cut without a waist seam are also some fur‐lined children's kaftans, whose small size made this possible only.
But otherwise they are similar in their fully cut the men's caftans (Fig. 201) and the latter are far closer than
the above fur coat. These real men robes Leibkaftan one and three types of Oberkaftanen be distinguished.
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
Section from Ierusalimskaja run through Google translate
Fur‐lined over caftans
To the Hermitage collection includes sixteen of these robes, eight are (namely, three men and five children‐kaftans), the remaining
fragments are preserved. All are with the fur hair sewn to the inside and covered on the outside with fabric.
With the exception of two children's kaftans all these garments are divided into two parts, ie, with a waist seam, worked. Four adults
and a child kaftan are completely covered in silk, to them is the famous green Senmurvenkaftan '(Fig. 196, 197, Figure 10 a), which is
en rely made of precious silk, which undoubtedly high on the rank of its owner points. The ca an was lined with squirrel fur, neck and
cuffs were trimmed with the same fur. The lower collar and the slots (there are a rear and two side here) with wide edges bordered from
reused Sogdian silk and also decorated
decorated. The ends of the sleeves are not obtained; well but it may be presumed that the downsides of
their premiums were as decorated as the slot on the back of the caftan and the lower hem. Because of this unique find is published
extensively, like here detailed explanation needs. To an equally gorgeous garment is also likely to back of a caftan from a Byzantine silk
with pheasant‐size pattern (Fig. 202) have heard.
In both cases, the cut is the same. On the back of the seam line between the upper and lower part a silk strip is sewn horizontally. This
circumstance, but especially the fact that the Senmurvenkaftan about 3.5 m silk had been consumed (with a cloth width of 120 cm),
suggest that for making such beautiful garments a piece of cloth the usual size was barely sufficient, not least because the men of the
region at that time were of very tall in stature. According to my estimate of the owner of the green caftan about 2 m, two other men
were approximately equal. The cut of the kaftans from Moscevaja Balka, which allowed to get by with smaller amounts of the precious
material, probably due to the fact.
U d b dl can rarely
Undoubtedly,
l have
h
a single
i l person on a whole
h l piece
i
off silk
ilk fabric;
f b i such
h ownership
hi was certainly
i l identification
id ifi i their
h i high
hi h social
i l
rank. Much more often you could just have a bigger or smaller silk fragment. Therefore the Oberkaftane were either from different silk
fabrics together (Fig. 56, 57) or, as in the vast majority of cases, relative to canvas and silk edges with a greater or lesser extent, only
decorated.
Also among the silk‐covered sleeves (Fig. 66, 38), which our collection is one of several examples, there are some in which two different
materials are combined. It remains unclear whether these were related sleeve pieces of clothing throughout with silk, or whether it is
very early evidence for the 18th and 19 Century of Caucasus travelers attested custom of the mountaineers are, silk fragments that had
become them as a reward for services given to travel guides to sew on the sleeves.
The upper part of the caftan is usually without a collar, but worked with two side lapel. Only in one case the garment was fitted with a
made of leather or rather fur collar with addi onal inner lock (a bu on on the top le corner of the stand‐up collar and a Tress loop on
the inside on the right shoulder).
Most common as the skin of a white fur lining, rauhwolligen sheep was used less often that of a fur‐bearing animal. The skins have been
all worked excellent and very carefully sewn together. Of high quality is not only the furrier, but also the tailoring: Well‐cut and matured,
excellent stitching and complex machining of the seams, some of which are double lined and trimmed with strips of cloth, characterize
these garments.
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
Section from Ierusalimskaja run through Google translate
Leather Caftans
This garment form is represented in our collections by two only fragmentary specimens,
which are covered in silk and lining with natural canvas. Besides preserving the Hermitage a
number of fragments,
fragments were mainly from sleeves of Lederkaftane.
Lederkaftane Similarly,
Similarly the lining,
lining
covered with linen and decorated with silk fabrics only. They include the sleeves, whose
impact was made of pieces of Byzantine silk with, hunting of Bahram Gur. One of the two
caftans (Fig. 198) is almost completely covered with a silk fabric, a blue Sogdian silk with
fine reticulated diamond pattern. The heat‐retaining leather pad is on the sleeves with a
double layer of raw linen tightly woven reinforced back and tails (is such a reinforcement of
the sleeve at further, crafted of coarse, unbleached raw linen caftans occupied) by a simple
raw linen layer. The lining is, as with some other kaftans, decorated with a print pattern
(rows of dark circles). The caftan has a common Frog closure. The same structure can also
be found at the second garment, at the four different but Sogdian silk fabric have been
used (Figure 56‐58). One kaftan has a narrow collar, the second was a little broader,
probably originally with a fur trimmings.
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
Section from Ierusalimskaja run through Google translate
Kaftans without warm lining
This garment form is represented in the collection of the Hermitage by ten more or less complete
copies and a number of fragments. A detailed presentation is the puppet‐kaftan (Fig. 51).
Th caftan,
The
ft which
hi h iis iin th
the principles
i i l off the
th cutt the
th lined
li d men robes
b similar,
i il diff
differs ffrom th
the llatter
tt iin
that it is working single layer (mostly from well bleached linen) and has a low‐cut round neck edge
with braids like silk or linen strips is bordered.
The puppet‐kaftan is not two side, but only a rear slot is provided with a button closure. In
children's clothing, the distribution of these slots, which is connected with the position of the
vertical seams, not always the same. It may be assumed that the puppet kaftan should just imitate
crafted with only one slot children garment, but it is not excluded that the Leibkaftane ever had
only one back vent,
vent because it was cheaper for a good heat protection if the slots of the upper
undergarment and not about each other were.
In some of linen‐kaftans were grander than the usual ornaments narrow edges, namely high silk
lapels and shoulder patches records found (Fig. 67).
In addition to the fine, well‐made and bleached linen decorated with silk caftans‐body upper and
lower sides found themselves in the Moscevaja Balka three very humble garments that allow the
differentiation of the regional community by vested interests are clear. They are made of coarse,
loosely woven natural canvas,
canvas two of them are filled with numerous patches
patches. The costumes imitate
all the features of the standard cut; its material nature but because they may as well call rags arms
(Fig. 60).
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First image from Kajitani
Second image from Ierusalimskaja
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Image from Kajitani
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Images from Early medieval footwear of the Northwestern Caucasus: the finds from
Moshchevaya Balka, by Peter Beatson.
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~chrisandpeter/MB_footwear/MB_shoes.htm
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Section from Ierusalimskaja run through Google translate
Helmet‐like headgear
It is a tall, conical hat with a wooden p, which was made of leather and probably lined with raw linen. It is covered with a fixed silk
fabric. At the point at which is in an aperture the wood above the peak tip mounted at the base of is a small piece of gilded leather,
evidently the residue of an ornament, survived. The conical upper part is composed of four long, acute gussets. The lower part consists
of a broad strip, eyelids sewn horizontally at the top and the ends were widened to somewhat. On the left, a button has been preserved,
with the strap or strap was probably the helmet buttoned under the chin. The low down‐reaching, over the brows round cut bodice
covered in large part the forehead. The helmet mounted below the tip of fine silk ribbons probably served as a kind Apotropäum ‐
jewelry as it would be too normal. A magical function is also likely to have had the helmet tip itself, the important role of the rods
amulets already been mentioned. Let the shape of the helmet itself as well as the inner layer of leather, suggests that this is, at least in
origin a warrior headgear acted.
origin,
acted Its representative appearance however suggests that she has heard a respected member of the tribe.
tribe
Deep, round cap with a wide leather strap for neck
The headgear is made of leather and related work with linen fabric. The lower part is made of leather, which was lined with plaid linen
fabric. The upper part, the actual hood was stitched together from four gussets. Thanks to the peculiar shape of the crotch (they are in
the upper third bulged sides, see Fig 2‐8), it is rounded rather than conical Coming. Essentially, this hat is a variant of Type 1: It also has a
leather base. The far‐reaching down forehead is cut here roundish. The whole, as in type 1, divided in two parts, has an assembled of
four gussets upper part and a lower part in the form of a wide, horizontal attached strip to widen the ends. The lower part this specimen
is made of vertically arranged, narrow brightly colored leather strips. The leather band, which protected his neck, was added buttons
front under the chin, as well as at the helm left a button and a loop on the right are probably also a Apotropäum. Such headgear could
wellll provide
id a good
d protection
i against
i the
h sun and
d wind
i d off the
h hi
high
h mountain
i regions,
i
they
h may be
b regarded
d d as a kind
ki d off shepherd's
h h d' h
hat,
was but, as the conical helmet, serve thanks to the solid foundation of leather as a warrior hat.
Deep, round cap with a narrow, straight rim
An undamaged hood of this kind comes from the boy's burial is sewn from four silk linen‐lined gussets. The edge of the hood consists of
three rows of narrow, horizontally arranged brightly colored leather strips and is so made that in various combinations, two darker and
three lighter stripes alternating with each other.
In the collection of the Hermitage of this latter type is only represented by a simpler version, a little hood of striped fabric. The main
difference between the boys 'hat and those of the little girls is that the boys' caps have to be straightforward and not on the front edge
shortened. This adds to their greater depth and the lack of chin straps and bows. Otherwise the hat types in children of different sexes
are closer together than is the case with the adult.
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Picture from Ierusalemskaja
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
Description from Ierusalimskaja, run through Google Translate.
1. The large size, which corresponds approximately to the length: In our two specimens measures 110‐125cm wide, the
length of 135‐148cm. The length is relative to Height of the wearers, considerable: At a height of 150‐155cm was the
jacket more than ankle length, almost reaching the foot.
2. The almost straight section in which only the lower part is expanded by the applied to the sides narrow gusset
something; the casing is cut through from a 55‐56cm width, about 3 m long piece of fabric that, double folded, with in the
middle was provided for a cut head. On both sides are approximately the same length, but only half as wide sewn fabric,
cut from one, longitudinally divided in two fabric pieces. The bottom hem is rounded front and rear. The jacket is longer
in back than in front.
3. The cut in the center front slit, starting at the neck, but does not reach the hem, but ends about 30‐40cm. The coat was
therefore not to wear open and he had to be tightened by the head hole and the middle slot, either from above or from
below by transgressed the unslotted lower part.
4. Sewn together,
g
with underarm ggussets, narrow (9‐12cm)
(
) and longg (up
( p to 80cm)) sleeve, itself due to the overlyy broad,
wearing down sliding shoulder portion of their actual length was greater, so that the sleeves were much longer than the
arms may interpret the too‐narrow sleeves down to the Oriental, not even in the Caucasus unknown custom to wear such
clothes moved.
5. The asymmetrical neckline, the almost vertical left part continues the line of the center slot, the right side is cut oval.
Adorned the neck, as shown in the resultant on a fragment of fur coats, a 3‐5cm wide fur trimmings, and she was from a
more decora ve fur than the sheepskin is made. The width of embellishment can be seen in the threads obtained with
which it was sewn.
7. Lapels; the side vents as well as the middle slot on the neckline are decorated with the silk. To get a copy of the silk
strip forms at the neck right above a rectangular projection, which imitates a lapel.
8. The surviving copies of these coats have no traces of closures. They have either disappeared or from the beginning not
have been present. Maybe fibulae were used as closures.
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
Description from Ierusalimskaja, run through Google Translate.
This robe is, apart from a few small fragments, only once occurred in burial I / 1. Although the condition is not permitted in this case, to
trace all the details that reconstruction is not essentially to doubt. The dressing piece is extremely original, especially in the presentation
of its outside: A white sheepskin with fur hair was sewn to the inside and decorated with embossed ornament. Concentric circles
(diameter 10cm),
The cloak was probably no more than 90cm long, enough so barely to the knees. On its double collar another embellishment is obtained,
which was not made of sheepskin, but to another, unspecified species of fur. The resultant on the left side of the cut edge can be folded
to one perhaps possibly even close two lapels.
lapels The hems of the cape are trimmed with a 5
5‐5,5
5 5 cm wide screen edge that probably do not
act as a decorative topper, but should protect the fur trim. However, this excludes the possibility and not that there have been (similar
to the canvas capes, which are discussed further below), decorated with silk copies. formed by short transverse lines are scattered over
the entire surface of cape and skirt in a random arrangement.
The skirt is not very well preserved, its length as well as some details of the cut are therefore guessed at and not remember recorded.
Remained preserved a large part from the top of the skirt along with the wooden knife sheath attached thereto and the corresponding
diameter. At these edge above a 0.7 cm wide belt is sewn, which is made of a thin, double‐folded strip of leather. One end of the
support belt on which the sheath is dependent is thrown over the edge, the other end was pulled through an eyelet in the skirt which is
b l the
below
h belt
b l On
O the
h reverse, the
h two ends
d knotted.
k
d Below
B l said
id eyelet
l has
h a second
d obtained
b i d by
b a belt
b l cord
d was probably
b bl drawn
d
at
which the sheath has been securely fastened.
The so tight fastening of the sheath could only be one way, these 'suspension‐Rock on and store: The sheepskin from which it was made,
was not sewn together lengthwise, but placed only around the body, and possibly unwound. This actuates a small fragment from the
lower edge of the skirt: It has a canvas edge, which is that of the cape comparable, but with twice the width of 10cm latter. It is a corner
piece, in which the lower horizontal and vertical hem of the skirt have been joined together. The vertical edges of the skin were not so
connected. The fragment can also be appreciated that the seams of the fur coat were enclosed just like the of the cape with fabric.
In the old collection of the Hermitage as well as among those I have collected in the years 1973 and 1974 materials are found fragments
of leather, decorated with the same embossed pattern as described above. Three of these pieces were probably similar to the respective
lower edges fur capes, seen in a fragment is presumably a part of the top of a skirt.
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Image from Ierusalimskaja
Description from Ierusalimskaja, run through Google Translate.
This garment is represented in the collection of the Hermitage by seven specimens, including three complete cloaks.
The garment was probably worn in the warmer months as a kind of cloak, but may also have been put over the fur coat (as in Burial I/8). The careful preparation, but also signs of wear, refute any case the assumption
that these cloaks were intended only as a burial suits.
The length of the neck is 132‐135cm. They are. All finished in solid linen fabric is of good quality and with a narrow edge embellished silk, which was either placed along the entire seam, or only at its lower edge, or just
above, at the neckline,
The cut is the same for all specimens: Three canvas sheets, each 3 m long and 48‐52cm wide (this is the weaving width of linen fabrics minus the selvages, which were taken at the seams) are sewn together along their
longitudinal sides. The top fabric is cut off at the ends straight and has each side of the neckline a dart. It was centrally placed around the shoulders that both halves hung forward freely. The other two panels, which
slowly widen, are cut at the seams round, so that a semi‐circular contour results. In a specimen one frog has been preserved: the right is a button, left attached a loop. This is the normal closure for all the clothes, which
took Bu on and loop respec vely always the same spot on the breast sides. The bu on is usually made of fabric, the braid trims made of either a silk stripe or from the linen fabric from which the garment was sewn. On
the upper section of the cape was probably held together with a brooch or simply folded.
Under the outer garments of different temperature resistance women and girls wore long linen dresses (Fig. 38, 45), which also fulfilled the function of underwear. Shirts, or underwear was not there. This applies equally
well for men's clothing, in the Under‐caftan was also worn on the body. Always the undergarment repeated in outline the outer garments: The woman dress is similar in cut the fur coat, the men of the sub‐caftan their
warm outerwear.
g contains five complete
p
Dress,, three adult clothes,, a child and a doll dress (Fig.
( g 51)) and more than twentyy Dress fragments.
g
The cut is the same for all copies,
p , regardless
g
of the fabric quality.
q
y
The collection of the Hermitage
Of greater or less as the age of the decorative richness wearers Some variations in the cutting are usually due to lack of material, so the need to save fabric; from such basic different fabric patterns were combined,
some mes even changed the basic pa ern slightly. Examples include the lower part is made of coarse fabric s tched on the dress from the burial I / 1 as well as the very brief and non‐standard sleeves of the dress from
the funeral I / 8 (Fig. Ba). The minor variations do not alter the essential characteristics of this garment, to be designated as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Their significant dimensions: the width corresponds to the length or sometimes even exceeds it, in the length of the clothes often reach down below the ankle.
The dresses are cut continuously (without waist) and, apart from the extension in the lower part of the laterally inserted gusset, nearly straight. Your section corresponds in principle to the Fur Coats: A mean and
two each side‐stitched panels (their average length is 250‐260cm) were folded twice and in the center with a hole for the head and a short (rarely more than 20‐25cm long) slit. One side of the neckline is almost
a straight line and continues this slit, the other side is rounded. The bottom hem of the dress is also rounded and the back a little longer than the front.
A unique feature of this Dress is its long stomacher (Fig. 38): In the middle panel is a rectangle of the same stuff, the same width and a length of 70‐90cm, sewn. The upper part of this rectangle extends across
the shoulders and continues on the back, the lower part covers the slot below the neckline and extends (the length can, as I said, vary) down sometimes almost to the knees. The bib has a neckline that is exactly
the same the dress, it also closes a slot that runs but not vertically, but horizontally along the left shoulder. The hems of both necklines are summarized by a narrow collar (usually made of leather and covered in
silk). The flap is on all edges sewn to the dress, with the exception of a small portion of the upper left corner, which was folded back. Two bu ons on this part and two loops on the shoulder made him closed. A
small portion (12‐19 cm long) on the right edge remained un‐sewn to the intervention in, bib bag to allow '. In some cases, the flap is below the rib quilted part such that the pocket of this upper part is removed.
At one place, instead of a dress sewn a detachable bib, which was provided at the corners with ribbons (Fig. 47), this variant was probably intended for a nursing mother. That one of these bags contained nuts
(burial I / B), shows that the bag served as a kind of carrier bags. They had both hands free, for example, to collect on the steep slopes of Moshchevaja Balka nuts.
The sleeves/arms were usually used, they were not long, either from the top down rather just extend or cut narrows itself down. ????! What sleeves?!
The side slits of the dresses are considerably shorter than those of fur coats.
The decor varies quite clear: The less richly decorated dresses have narrow edges are just at the neckline and on the cuffs, the precious ornate pieces they wear at the hem and side slits. The silk trims the cuffs
are much wider, and sometimes also the upper part of Brustlatzes with silk‐related (Fig. 38). A very common type of embellishment also exists in small square silk trimmings, whose number varies, sometimes
only one
one, sometimes involving three to five pieces
pieces. In the most frequently occurring variant (Fig
(Fig. 38
38, 46) are two such squares symmetrically around the neckline installed (on the shoulders or slightly below it),
it) a
third square is like a diamond placed on the top and the middle of the the Brustlatzes attached. At a lower corner of the bib is a loop sewn into an amulet or a toiletry set was hooked. Two other loops, intended
for necklaces or amulets attachments are located on the upper part of the bib. The only surviving fragment of a little girl dress (funeral I / 2) is decorated with five silk squares (Fig. 48). In addition to the square
silk trims and rounded shoulder ornaments made of silk or from imported wool‐work were used (fig. 44, 49).

Pearl necklaces (which, incidentally, as decorative elements played only a modest role), amulets. In silk bags were worn on chains or belts cords, it is often very full of jewelry. Full leather and silk containers had of course
besides the magic an aesthetic function
It is not determine if the clothes were worn in everyday life belted and there is no evidence. Some long strips, approximately 1.0 to 1.5 cm wide and made of silk fabrics like, however, have served. The strap with the knife
sheaths were well worn over the fur coats and fur skirts. They could just as well be applied through the clothes.
As well alive their wearers, the clothes were also provided at their funeral with numerous amulets (see chapter II). In five cases, as already mentioned, is sewn to the back of the clothes down and one of the side slots
one rabbit anklebone. In a sixth case was the rabbit anklebone, wrapped in a silk rag, been placed in the breast pocket. In another dress was sewn to a plant amulet in a small canvas bag on the reverse side of a sleeve.
For underwear were among the women as among men:
1. Linen or natural canvas of varying length, which were held by narrow belt with button closure. Its cut was always the same: To a folded piece of fabric into a triangle are both sides rectangular cloth panels sewn
diagonally (Fig.
52, Figure 9).
2. Long, upwardly widening canvas stockings or leggings (see below and Figure 55).
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